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Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation
using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks

Jun-Yan Zhu∗ Taesung Park∗ Phillip Isola Alexei A. Efros
Berkeley AI Research (BAIR) laboratory, UC Berkeley
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Figure 1: Given any two unordered image collections X and Y , our algorithm learns to automatically “translate” an image
from one into the other and vice versa: (left) Monet paintings and landscape photos from Flickr; (center) zebras and horses
from ImageNet; (right) summer and winter Yosemite photos from Flickr. Example application (bottom): using a collection
of paintings of famous artists, our method learns to render natural photographs into the respective styles.

Abstract
Image-to-image translation is a class of vision and

graphics problems where the goal is to learn the mapping
between an input image and an output image using a train-
ing set of aligned image pairs. However, for many tasks,
paired training data will not be available. We present an
approach for learning to translate an image from a source
domain X to a target domain Y in the absence of paired
examples. Our goal is to learn a mapping G : X → Y
such that the distribution of images from G(X) is indistin-
guishable from the distribution Y using an adversarial loss.
Because this mapping is highly under-constrained, we cou-
ple it with an inverse mapping F : Y → X and introduce a
cycle consistency loss to enforce F (G(X)) ≈ X (and vice
versa). Qualitative results are presented on several tasks
where paired training data does not exist, including collec-
tion style transfer, object transfiguration, season transfer,
photo enhancement, etc. Quantitative comparisons against
several prior methods demonstrate the superiority of our
approach.

1. Introduction
What did Claude Monet see as he placed his easel by the

bank of the Seine near Argenteuil on a lovely spring day
in 1873 (Figure 1, top-left)? A color photograph, had it
been invented, may have documented a crisp blue sky and
a glassy river reflecting it. Monet conveyed his impression
of this same scene through wispy brush strokes and a bright
palette.

What if Monet had happened upon the little harbor in
Cassis on a cool summer evening (Figure 1, bottom-left)?
A brief stroll through a gallery of Monet paintings makes it
possible to imagine how he would have rendered the scene:
perhaps in pastel shades, with abrupt dabs of paint, and a
somewhat flattened dynamic range.

We can imagine all this despite never having seen a side
by side example of a Monet painting next to a photo of the
scene he painted. Instead, we have knowledge of the set of
Monet paintings and of the set of landscape photographs.
We can reason about the stylistic differences between these

* indicates equal contribution
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CycleGAN is an approach to training image-to-image translation models using the 

generative adversarial network, or GAN, model architecture. GAN is a class of machine 

learning systems which learns to generate new data with the same statistics as the 

training set. This method has achieved impressive results in image generation, image 

editing, and representation learning.

In the paper Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks, 

the authors from Berkeley AI Research (BAIR) laboratory in UC Berkeley present a new 

method based on GAN. 

"[…] we present a method that can learn to [capture] special characteristics of one 

image collection and figuring out how these characteristics could be translated into the 

other image collection, all in the absence of any paired training examples."

— Unpaired Image-to-Image Translation using Cycle-Consistent Adversarial Networks, 2017.

Reference[1]&[2]

ABSTRACT

Image-to-image translation is a class of vision and 

graphics problems where the goal is to learn the 

mapping between an input image and an output image 

using a training set of aligned image pairs. However, for 

many tasks, paired training data will not be available. 

We present an approach for learning to translate an 

image from a source domain X to a target domain Y in 

the absence of paired examples. Our goal is to learn a 

mapping G: X → Y such that the distribution of images from 

G(X) is indistinguishable from the distribution Y using an 

adversarial loss. Because this mapping is highly under-

constrained, we couple it with an inverse mapping F: Y → 

X and introduce a cycle consistency loss to push F(G(X)) 

≈ X (and vice versa). Qualitative results are presented on 

several tasks where paired training data does not exist, 

including collection style transfer, object transfiguration, 

season transfer, photo enhancement, etc. Quantitative 

comparisons against several prior methods demonstrate 

the superiority of our approach.

Figure 1.101 - The Papaer

CycleGAN is very powerful in style transfer and object transfiguration. Style transfer 

refers to the learning of artistic style from one dataset, often paintings, and applying the 

artistic style to another domain, such as photographs. Object transfiguration refers to the 

transformation of objects from one class, such as zebras into another class of objects, 

such as horses.

Here are some examples from the paper:

■ Translating horses to zebras (or the reverse).
■ Translating summer landscapes to winter landscapes (or the reverse).
■ Translating paintings to photographs (or the reverse).

Reference[2]

Figure 1.102 - Examples of CycleGAN Application
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06 - CYCLEGAN ARCHITECTURE

CycleGAN is a technique that involves the automatic training of image-to-image 

translation models with two generators, two discriminators and two unpaired image 

datasets.

Reference[3]

Figure 1.201 - Simplified View of CycleGAN Architecture

Figure 1.202 - Running CycleGAN Algorithm - 01

Figure 1.203 - Running CycleGAN Algorithm - 02

The first step of running CycleGAN is collecting two unpaired image datasets. The 

number of images can be different. 

The algorithm will select a sample from Dataset A  by random, and create a Fake B in the 

structure of Sample A and the style of images in Dataset B by using A to B Generator. 

Then a sample selected from Dataset B will be compared with Fake B by Discriminator 

A. The decision made by Discriminator ranges from 0 to1, which represents the feature 

loss.
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After creating Fake B, the algorithm will use B to A Generator to reconstruct an image in 

the style of Dataset A, which is called Rec A. This image will be compared with Sample A 

to detect the feature loss (L1 Loss). A similar but opposite training process also occurs, 

which is why the algorithm is called CycleGAN. Over and over again, all feature losses 

will be reduced until a reliable parametric model for generators is obtained.

L1 Loss
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Figure 1.204 - Running CycleGAN Algorithm - 04



In addition, NVIDIA cuDNN is required when running CycleGAN. The NVIDIA CUDA® 

Deep Neural Network library (cuDNN) is a GPU-accelerated library of primitives for deep 

neural networks, which provides highly tuned implementations for standard routines such 

as forward and backward convolution, pooling, normalization, and activation layers.

Reference[9]

Users can download the appropriate version of cuDNN for their operating system on 

this web page: https://developer.nvidia.com/rdp/cudnn-download. For example, cuDNN 

v7.6.5 (November 5th, 2019) is for CUDA 10.0 on Windows 10.

After downloading cuDNN, users can install it according to the instruction on this web 

page: https://docs.nvidia.com/deeplearning/sdk/cudnn-install/index.html.

Reference[9]

CycleGAN calls for PyTorch, which is an open-source machine learning library based on 

the Torch library developed by Facebook's AI Research lab (FAIR).

PyTorch defines a class called Tensor(torch.Tensor) to store and operate on homogeneous 

multidimensional rectangular arrays of numbers. PyTorch Tensors are similar to NumPy 

Arrays, but can also be operated on a CUDA-capable Nvidia GPU. 

Reference[4], [5]&[6]

CUDA (Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing platform and 

application programming interface (API) model created by Nvidia. For more information 

various GPU products that are CUDA-capable, visit https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-

gpus. Users can download the appropriate version of CUDA(10.0.130 for Windows 10) 

on https://developer.nvidia.com/cuda-toolkit-archive. 

Here, CycleGAN users should choose CUDA Toolkit 10.0.130. Before the installation, 

Nvidia GPU user on Windows 10 System should upgrade the GPU driver to version 

411.31(or higher). See Figure 2.101. It is recommended to download driver from the 

NVIDIA driver downloads site at http://www.nvidia.com/drivers. 

Reference[7]&[8]

Figure 2.101 - CUDA Toolkit and Compatible Driver Versions

Figure 2.102 - cuDNN Download
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Step 1: Installing Visual Studio 2017 Community 

Step 2: Updating Nvidia GPU Driver to the appropriate Version (see chapter 2.1)

             In this booklet, the version is R415 U2 (416.78)

Step 3: Downloading and installing CUDA Toolkit 10.0.130 (see chapter 2.1)

Step 4: Downloading and installing cuDNN v7.6.5 (see chapter 2.1)

Step 5: Downloading and installing Anaconda for Python 3.6

             Opening Anaconda Prompt

             Command: 

Step 6: Downloading CycleGAN ZIP ("pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master. ZIP")

            https://github.com/junyanz/pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix

            Unzipping the files to an independent folder (e.g., a folder named "CycleGAN")

conda create -n pytorch_gpu pip python=3.6

conda activate pytorch_gpu

conda install pytorch torchvision cuda100 -c pytorch

Figure 2.201 - CycleGAN Downloading Page



Step 1 - Dataset Collection:

Firstly, CycleGAN users should collect their own two datasets of images. All the images 

should be in the same size (e.g., 256×256 pixels). The larger the number of images, the 

better the final training effect. However, too many images and too large sizes will also 

bring a large computational burden to the training process. Thus, it is recommended to 

reduce the size of the images, but increase the number (preferably larger than 1000). 

After collecting and preprocessing the images, users should put the two datasets in the 

folder they unzipped ("pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master" in "CycleGAN") during the 

installation of CycleGAN. There is a folder named "datasets". Users could create a new 

folder in folder "datasets" with a recognizable name about their projects (e.g., "maps") 

and then divide the images in two folders named "trainA" and "trainB", which represent 

Dataset A and B. 

Reference[4]

Step 2 - Activating Pytorch for CycleGAN:

Open "Anaconda Prompt". ("Chengbin" shown here is the system username)

Type the command to activate Pytorch:

Type the command to declare the file path (the folder "CycleGAN" in this handbook is 

located in Local Disk E):

Step 3 - Training:

Type the command to start training:

The name "maps" represents the folder created in Step 1. And "map" in the command " 

--name map" represents the name of the folder saving the data of training process, which 

is created by the code and located in the folder "checkpoints".

The code here preprocesses the images in the datasets to the specified size by default, 

i.e., 256 × 256 pixels. If users need to do training in another size, they can type the 

command " --preprocess none" between " --name map" and " --model cycle_gan".
Figure 3.101 - Dataset Collection

"pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master" "datasets" "maps"

(base) C: \Users\ Chengbin>

(base) C: \Users\ Chengbin>conda activate pytorch

(pytorch) C: \Users\Chengbin>E:

(pytorch) E: \>cd CycleGAN\pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master

(pytorch) E: \CycleGAN\pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master>python train.py --dataroot 
.\datasets\maps --name map --model cycle_gan



Program is running:

In order to preview the training process, users need to use a tool named "Visdom" here. 

Visdom is a flexible tool for creating, organizing, and sharing visualizations of live, 

rich data, which aims to facilitate visualization of (remote) data with an emphasis on 

supporting scientific experimentation.

Reference[10]

However, Visdom did not work successfully after the training operations:

Therefore, users need to set up the Visdom server by themselves:

The first step is to open another window of "Anaconda Prompt" and activate Pytorch. For 

detailed steps, please refer to "Step 2" in Chapter 3.1.

Visdom is running:

Visdom python client failed to establish socket to get messages from the server. This feature 
is optional and can be disabled by initializing Visdom with `use_incoming_socket=False`, 
which will prevent waiting for this request to timeout.

Could not connect to Visdom server.
  Trying to start a server....
Command: E:\Anaconda\envs\pytorch\python.exe -m visdom.server -p 8097 &>/dev/null & 
create web directory ./checkpoints\map\web...

(pytorch) C: \Users\Chengbin>python -m visdom.server
Downloading scripts. It might take a while.
It's Alive!
INFO: root: Application Started
You can navigate to http://localhost:8097
INFO: tornado. access: 304 GET / (::1)  1.00ms
...

(base) C: \Users\ Chengbin>conda activate pytorch

(pytorch) C: \Users\Chengbin>python -m visdom.server

(pytorch) E: \CycleGAN\pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master>python train.py --dataroot .\datasets\maps --name map --model 
cycle_gan
--------------- Options ---------------

--------------- End ---------------
dataset [UnalignedDataset] was created
The number of training images = 1096
initialize network with normal
initialize network with normal
initialize network with normal
initialize network with normal
model [CycleGANModels] was created

batch_size:
betal: 

checkpoints_dir:
continue_train:

crop_size:
dataroot:

dataset_mode:
direction:

display_env:
display_freq:

display_id:
display_ncols:

display_port:
display_server:

display_winsize:
epoch:

epoch_count:
gan_mode:

gpu_ids:
init_gain:
init_type:
input_nc:

isTrain:
lambda_A:
lambda_B:

lambda_identity:
load_iter:

load_size:
lr:

lr_decay_iters:
lr_policy:

max_dataset_size:
model:

n_epochs:
n_epochs_decay:

n_layers_D:
name:

ndf:
netD:
netG:

ngf:
no_dropout:

no_flip:
no_html:

norm:
num_threads:

output_nc:
phase:

pool_size:
preprocess:

print_freq:
save_by_iter:

save_epoch_freq:
save_latest_freq:

serial_batches:
suffix:

update_html_freq:
verbose:

1
0.5
./checkpoints
False
256
.\datasets\maps
unaligned
AtoB
main
400
1
4
8097
http://localhost
256
latest
1
lsgan
0
0.02
normal
3
True
10.0
10.0
0.5
0
286
0.0002
50
linear
inf
cycle_gan
100
100
3
map
64
basic
resnet_9blocks
64
True
False
False
instance
4
3
train
50
resize_and_crop
100
False
5
5000
False

1000
False

 

[default: None]

[default: None]

[default: 0]

[default: experiment_name]



In the window of training program, users could see the record of training process like:

Now users can visit "http://localhost:8097/" in the browser to preview the training process 

and feature losses. The table of feature loss of CycleGAN will be updated during training.

For more details about the operation of Visdom, please visit: 

https://github.com/facebookresearch/visdom

create web directory ./checkpoints\map\web...
(epoch: 1, iters: 100, time: 2.260, data: 2.389) D_A: 0.524 G_A: 0.625 cycle_A: 3.716 idt_A: 
0.583 D_B: 0.345 G_B: 0.492 cycle_B: 1.042 idt_B: 1.620
End of epoch 1 / 200     Time Taken: 230 sec
learning rate = 0.0002000
(epoch: 2, iters: 100, time: 2.287, data: 2.007) D_A: 0.431 G_A: 0.408 cycle_A: 2.537 idt_A: 
0.409 D_B: 0.276 G_B: 0.472 cycle_B: 0.716 idt_B: 1.199
End of epoch 2 / 200     Time Taken: 227 sec
learning rate = 0.0002000
(epoch: 3, iters: 100, time: 2.278, data: 1.941) D_A: 0.263 G_A: 0.275 cycle_A: 4.711 idt_A: 
0.593 D_B: 0.262 G_B: 0.413 cycle_B: 1.270 idt_B: 2.318
End of epoch 3 / 200     Time Taken: 228 sec
learning rate = 0.0002000
(epoch: 4, iters: 100, time: 2.607, data: 2.144) D_A: 0.301 G_A: 0.216 cycle_A: 2.467 idt_A: 
0.262 D_B: 0.240 G_B: 0.408 cycle_B: 0.832 idt_B: 1.053
End of epoch 4 / 200     Time Taken: 229 sec
learning rate = 0.0002000
(epoch: 5, iters: 100, time: 2.278, data: 1.982) D_A: 0.123 G_A: 0.612 cycle_A: 2.699 idt_A: 
0.096 D_B: 0.294 G_B: 0.754 cycle_B: 0.266 idt_B: 0.988
saving the model at the end of epoch 5, iters 500
End of epoch 5 / 200     Time Taken: 229 sec
learning rate = 0.0002000

The term "epoch" used here means the time it takes for all images in the dataset to be 

programmed to train for once. After 200-epoch training, the whole CycleGAN training 

process is finished and the trained models will be saved in the corresponding folder 

("map") in "checkpoints". The user can also stop during the training. The program will 

save the training model every five epochs. The format of the trained models is PTH.

Step 1 - Selection of Trained Model:

Users could choose the model they need between "latest_net_G_A.pth" and "latest_net_

G_B.pth", and then copy it as a new name "latest_net_G.pth" in the same folder.

Step 2 - Activating Pytorch for CycleGAN:

For detailed steps, please refer to "Step 2" in Chapter 3.1.

"pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master" "checkpoints" "map"

Figure 3.301 - Selection of Trained Model



Step 3 - Testing:

Place all the images to be tested in a folder named "testA" in the folder "maps" (the one 

in "datasets"). Then create a folder named "results" in the folder "pytorch-CycleGAN-and-

pix2pix-master".

Type the command to start testing:

The name "maps" refers to the folder where the images for testing is stored. And "map" in 

the command " --name map" refers to the folder where the training model is stored.

Program is running:

Tested images will be saved to a folder named "map" in "results", which is automatically 

generated by the program.

(pytorch) E: \CycleGAN\pytorch-CycleGAN-and-pix2pix-master>python test.py --dataroot 
.\datasets\maps --name map --model test --no_dropout --preprocess none

----------------- Options ---------------

----------------- End -------------------
dataset [SingleDataset] was created
initialize network with normal
model [TestModel] was created
loading the model from ./checkpoints\map\latest_net_G.pth
---------- Networks initialized -------------
[Network G] Total number of parameters : 11.378 M
-----------------------------------------------
creating web directory ./results/map\test_latest
processing (0000)-th image... ['.\\datasets\\maps\\testA\\001.png']
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 aspect_ratio:
               batch_size:

          checkpoints_dir:
                crop_size:
                 dataroot:

             dataset_mode:
                direction:

 display_winsize: 

1.0
1
./checkpoints
256
.\datasets\maps                                [default: None]
single
AtoB
256



Here I use the tests performed in my design project as an example. 

In P1 design, I tried to use CycleGAN as a tool to explore the connection between 

Venetian architectural style and Disney comic style, and the possibility of mutual 

conversion between the two. This experiment applied the style-transfer function in 

CycleGAN.

Before the test, I collected pictures about Venetian building facades (i.e., Dataset A) 

and Disney cartoon characters (i.e., Dataset B) as the source of the two datasets. All the 

35 building facades I used to test are famous attractions and located along the Grand 

Canal in Venice.

01. Basilica di San Marco
02. Palazzo Ducale
03. Campanile di San Marco
04. Piazza San Marco
05. Chiesa di San Moisè
06. Ca' Giustinian
07. Palazzo Ferro Fini
08. Ca' Corner
09. Palazzo Cavalli-Franchetti

10. Palazzo Grassi
11. Palazzo Moro Lin
12. Palazzo Mocenigo Casa Nuova
13. Palazzo Corner Spinelli
14. Palazzo Bembo
15. Ponte di Rialto
16. Palazzo Michiel
17. Ca' d'Oro
18. Ca' Vendramin Calergi

19. Chiesa di San Geremia
20. Chiesa di Santa Maria di Nazareth
21. Basilica di Santa Maria della Salute
22. Palazzo Da Mula Morosini
23. Palazzo Contarini Polignac
24. Palazzo Rocca Contarini Corfù
25. Ca' Rezzonico
26. Palazzo Bernardo Nani
27. Palazzo Giustinian

28. Palazzo Balbi
29. Palazzo Pisani Moretta
30. Palazzo dei Camerlenghi
      &  Fabbriche Nuove
31. Ca' Corner della Regina
32. Ca' Pesaro di Baldassarre
33. Scuola dei Tiraoro e Battioro
34. Palazzo Belloni
35. Museo di Storia Naturale Dataset A

Figure 4.101 - Locations of The Images in Dataset A 

01 03 06 07 09 11 13 15 16 18 21 23 24 26 28 30 32 34

02 04 05 08 10 12 14 17 19 20 22 25 27 29 31 33 35

Figure 4.102 - Dataset Collection 



After the training of each epoch, the program will randomly select a set of samples to 

display during the training to let users know the details of the entire process. When the 

training for all 200 epochs is completed, users can obtain sample pictures of the entire 

process.

For example, Fake A uses Real B as the basic structure and Real A as the style. So Fake 

A here should look like the facade of a Venetian building. The feature loss between Fake 

A and Real A should be continuously reduced during training. Similarly, Fake B's style 

should be more and more similar to Real B's. Rec A is a reconstructed picture using 

Fake B. Ideally, it should be more and more similar to Real A, and ultimately exactly the 

same. As all losses slowly decrease, these rules become more apparent.

To show the effect of generators, I used the two trained models to generate style-transfer 

results from datasets (Figure 4.203).
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Figure 4.201 - Learning Process
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Results of Dataset A

Figure 4.202 - Feature Losses
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Figure 4.203 - Training Results



Compared to other GAN tools, CycleGAN has an outstanding advantage. That is, the 

trained model can perform bidirectional image generation (two-way style transfer).

However, the application of CycleGAN to style transfer is limited by the size of the 

images in the training dataset. If users use small images during the training, it would be 

difficult to convert to large images in the final test. 

Thus, I did a new experiment here: segment the big picture into different sized parts 

before testing and merge them in the end. What's more, I filled the background of the 

picture with white and black and divided them into different groups for testing. 
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Figure 4.301 - Two-way Style Transfer
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In this way, I successfully iconified the facade of St. Mark's Church in P1 Stage.

Figure 4.302 - Style Transfer Test
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Figure 4.303 - Style Transfer Test
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